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ABSTRACT 

Process monitoring is a term typically associated with a detailed look at plant operating data 
to determine plant status. Process monitoring has been generally associated with operational con
trol of plant processes. Recently, process monitoring has been given new attention for a possible 
role in international safeguards. International Safeguards Project Office (ISPO) Task C.59 has the 
goal to identify specific roles for process monitoring in international safeguards. 

As the preliminary effort associated with this task, a review of previous efforts in process 
monitoring for safeguards was conducted. Previous efforts mentioned concepts and a few specific 
applications. None were comprehensive in addressing all aspects of a process monitoring applica
tion for safeguards. 

This report summarizes the basic elements that must be developed in a comprehensive pro
cess monitoring application for safeguards. It then summarizes the significant efforts that have been 
documented in the literature with respect to the basic elements that were addressed. 
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AGNS Allied General Nuclear Services, Barnwell, South Carolina 
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1. INTRODUCTIOiy 

Process monitoring is an expression that has traditionally been identified as a functional capa
bility associated with operation and control of complex industrial processes. Generally, the process 
monitoring function is motivated by potential improvements in process efficiency, safety, environ
mental protection, and other considerations, and the design of the monitoring system is dependent 
on monitoring objectives, regulatory requirements, and the design of the process facility. 

As a preliminary effort in developing a process monitoring concept for the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards application in nuclear fuel reprocessing plants, a survey of the 
literature was done to identify previous efforts addressing process monitoring for reprocessing plant 
safeguards. Numerous technical publications mention process monitoring, but a relatively small sub
set of those identified process monitoring as a viable tool for safeguards purposes. Within those 
safeguards-related publications, a range of process monitoring concepts are identified and described 
in varying degrees of detail. Many publications were found that gave superficial positive comments 
on the potential usefulness of process monitoring, but these publications provided no substantive 
details about a specific concept. A few publications were found that contained significant details on 
some aspects of a process monitoring concept, but these publications did not address other 
aspects necessary for concept evaluation. This second group of publications is listed in the attached 
bibliography, and descriptive excerpts from some documents are attached in the appendix. No 
reference was found that provides a comprehensive description of all aspects of any process moni
toring concept; this situation indicates that process monitoring as a safeguards concept is in the 
very early stages of development. 

in fact, a great majority of the useful publications related to safeguards applications were 
associated with a small number of significant process monitoring efforts. The organizations involved 
in the significant efforts and their published contributions are: 

® Allied General Nuclear Services (AGNS): 

— process monitoring system at the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant (BNFP). 

» Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL): 

— development and testing of specialized sensors, 

— monitoring scheme implemented at Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP), 

— monitoring demonstration for the plutonium product area of the Tokai plant, Tokai 
Advanced Safeguards Technology Exercise (TASTEX), Task I. 

® Oak Ridge National Laboratory/Consolidated Fuel Reprocessing Program (ORNL/CFRP): 

— development of the microscopic process monitoring (MPM) concept, 

— demonstration of MPM in the BNFP miniruns, 

— process monitoring assessments for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC). 

® Japanese Science and Technology Agency: 

— monitoring demonstrations in the plutonium product area of Power Reactor and Nuclear 
Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) Tokai Works in cooperation with IAEA and INEL. 
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® USNRC 

— study of advanced process monitoring for improved material control, 

— assessment of material control and accounting (MC&A) reform amendment impacts on 

reprocessing plants. 

® International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA): 

— STR-140 Part L, "An Advanced Safeguards Approach for a Mode! 200 T/A Reprocessing 

Facility," 

— STR-151, "Nuclear Material Safeguards for Reprocessing—Current Status and Problems." 

The objective of this report is to summarize the publications containing significant process-

monitoring-concept information and to identify the major elements to be addressed in development 

of a process monitoring concept for international safeguards application. Also, a definition of pro

cess monitoring is proposed. The perspectives obtained from this summary review wii! be useful in 

developing a comprehensive process monitoring concept. 



2. A PROPOSED DEFINITION OF PROCESS MONITORING 

FOR INTERiyATIONAL SAFEGUARDS 

The expression "process monitoring" is widely used in the safeguards literature to denote 

some safeguards-related functional capability derived from information about process materials 

and/or equipment. In nearly every case, the "process data" are presumed to be available on a 

continuous (or nearly continuous) basis via a computerized data acquisition system. The traditional 

functional capabilities supported by process monitoring generally range from simple alarms for 

"out-of-limit" parameters to sophisticated automatic process control schemes. These functions are 

operator oriented and are usually incorporated into the process operations. The safeguards func

tions supported by process monitoring are dependent on whether the application is for domestic 

safeguards or international safeguards. Although a general definition of process monitoring has not 

been accepted, some basic considerations that would likely be incorporated are: 

® Acquisition of data from sensors installed in a process environment that indicates directly or 

indirectly conditions of process materials and equipment. 

® Operations on that process data with analysis systems to generate appropriate parametric 

tests. 

® Provision of response criteria that are consistent with stated functional objectives. 

If the definition were specifically directed for international safeguards applications, some additional 

considerations would likely be incorporated: 

® A containment/surveillance concept (C/S) is followed in which continuous and direct access to 

"selected process data" is provided to the inspector. 

® The process data are used to generate records and parametric test results that are available to 

the facility operator and the state but are secured so that modifications can be made only by 

the international inspector. 

® The records and test results are used by the inspector for specified functional objectives. 

A definition incorporating the previous features is consistent with the definition proposed by 

the International Working Group for Reprocessing Plant Safeguards in its final report to the IAEA. 

3 





3. BASIC ELEMENTS OF A PROCESS MONITORING CONCEPT 

To provide a framework within which process monitoring publications can be compared and 

contrasted, it is necessary that certain key features or basic elements of a process monitoring sys

tem be identified. As a preparatory effort in developing a generic process monitoring concept for 

IAEA application in reprocessing plants, several basic elements have been proposed for detailed 

consideration. A brief description will be given for each of the following basic elements of process 

monitoring: 

® Functional objectives. 

® Logic structure and test parameters. 

® Data requirements, characteristics, and acquisition. 

® Performance criteria. 

® Alarms, alarm resolution, and response. 

® Hardware: sensors and data processing. 

* Vulnerabilities, tamper resistance, verification. 

® Resource requirements. 

3.1 FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES 

Careful consideration must be given to clearly defining the functional objectives of the process 

monitoring activity. The principal issue results from fundamental differences between applications in 

support of domestic safeguards versus international safeguards. For domestic applications, the 

monitoring activity may be active (i.e., with potential for intervention in process operations) or pas

sive. For international applications, only passive functions are acceptable. Because the objective of 

Task C.59 is to develop a process monitoring concept appropriate for international application, only 

passive functions will be included. Most international functions for process monitoring are often 

described as C/S measures for verification of materials accountancy data. Functional objectives for 

detection of loss or unauthorized use are also investigated. 

3.2 LOGIC STRUCTURE AND TEST PARAMETERS 

The process monitoring logic structure is very closely associated with the functional objectives. 

The logic structure defines the type of information and analyses required to achieve the functional 

objectives, and test parameters are formulated that permit quantification of the logic structure. For 

example, if a functional objective is to verify that all materials transferred into and out of the 

material balance area do pass through a key measurement point, then the logic structure may be to 

monitor for spurious changes in solution volumes in process equipment that are not associated with 

declared batch additions. The test parameter may be a volume inventory difference calculated for 

process vessels in the balance area. 

5 
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3.3 DATA REQUIREMENTS. CHARACTERISTICS. AND ACQUISITION 

If the logic structure has been developed and the test parameters have been defined, the next 
major elements to consider are what are the data requirements, what are the characteristics of the 
data, and how are the data accessed from the process system. The needed information can be 
obtained in some cases from data process control instruments installed, operated, and maintained 
by the facility operator. These data may be in analog form or in binary form. Data may also be 
obtained from dedicated-instruments installed for safeguards purposes. Analytic data may also be 
available and used for samples of process material that have been submitted to the operator's ana
lytic laboratory or for which analytic determinations have been made by the inspector. The charac
teristics of all the data obtained for process monitoring will b& important. The precision and accu
racy of instrumentation as well as variances introduced by process noise determine the capabilities 
achievable with process monitoring tests. It is necessary, therefore, that assessments be made of 
variances associated with the data used for process monitoring. Another important data considera
tion is that computerized data acquisition will almost certainly be required for viable process moni
toring concepts. Attention must be given to the timing and frequency of data acquisition. The 
sequence in which instruments are read by the computer can be important. The archival techniques 
used must allow efficient recall of information for safeguards analysis. 

3.4 PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 

Another major element of process monitoring is the performance criteria to be used for pro
cess monitoring tests. Clearly, the specific performance criteria will be dependent upon the func
tional objectives and the particular test formulation. However, the criteria will necessarily reflect 
some basic safeguards loss-detection criteria related to goal quantities of nuclear material. For 
example, IAEA has "as a goal" the detection of losses of 8 kg of plutonium within "a few days." 
Any process monitoring test can be structured so that the test parameter relates directly or 
indirectly to that goal. Frequently, the goal must be translated into some parameter (i.e., solution 
volumes or flow rate discrepancy) that permits a comparative test. 

3.6 ALARMS. ALARM RESOLUTION. AND RESPONSE 

Once the process monitoring performance criteria have been established and the characteris
tics of the process data are known, one can begin to address the questions of process monitoring 
alarms, the resolution techniques appropriate for those alarms, and the response activities 
associated with failure to resolve alarms. An important but often overlooked aspect of the alarm 
and alarm resolution activity is the mode of presentation of those alarms to the inspector. 

3.6 HARDWARE: SENSORS AND DATA PROCESSING 

Another major element of a process monitoring system is the sensors and data processing 
hardware. It is likely that all process sensors used for international process monitoring applications 
will be installed, operated, and maintained by the operator. This does not preclude specialized moni
toring instruments that would be provided by the inspector but perhaps installed and maintained by 
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the operator under inspector observation. These types of instruments will not have any active 
capabilities relative to the process, and the operator will have full access to the monitoring data 
from these instruments. 

3.7 VULNERABILITIES. TAMPER RESISTANCE. VERIFICATION 

The next major element of the process monitoring system concerns the vulnerabilities of the 
system, the tamper-resistance features that are appropriate for the process monitoring equipmertt, 
and the methods of verification of process monitoring data. Because the process monitoring system 
is intimately connected with the operator's data acquisition system, one of the most significant and 
obvious vulnerabilities is a situation in which the access to that process data is interrupted by delib
erate operator actions or other similar situations. One might also expect that the process monitor
ing capabilities could be compromised by conditions that increase the noise aspect of the data and, 
thereby, limit the monitoring sensitivity. Also, consideration must be given to calibration changes 
that occur normally for process equipment and process instrumentation. Provisions must be made 
to either recalibrate or compensate for the calibration changes in terms of performance criteria and 
alarms. Also, one must consider as a vulnerability the opportunity for an unusual process operation 
that would defeat the logic associated with certain process monitoring tests. 

In spite of these vulnerabilities, process monitoring does afford some opportunities for tamper 
resistance. Clearly, by providing real-time data access and subsequent protected archiving of that 
real-time data, limited opportunities occur for operator modifications of the data. Furthermore, by 
having secured software and hardware for data analysis, the inspector will be able to maintain con
fidence that the analysis software has not been compromised. Also, there is an inherent tamper 
resistance with process monitoring because the data used in the monitoring are coupled to other 
data in a sequential process operation, and this coupling permits some consistency checks that will, 
in essence, substantiate the data quality. Attempts to compromise any one data point would 
necessarily require the compromising of successive data points to avoid having a data anomaly 
occur in the process analysis. 

Another verification concept for the data used in process monitoring would be afforded by 
comparison of process data with sample analysis. Also, the limited use of duplicate sensors dedi
cated to inspectors at specific process key measurement points would permit continuous compari
sons with the process sensors. These inspector-dedicated monitors would be nonintrusive into the 
process and have no active interface with the process or the process material. 

3.8 RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 

The final major element of a process monitoring system is the resource requirements associ
ated with implementing that monitoring system. The description of the resource must be expressed 
in terms of equipment, manpower, and associated support capabilities. Consideration must also be 
given to the distribution of resource requirements between the facility operator, the state system, 
and the international inspector and support organization. 

The preceding basic elements of the process monitoring system do not constitute an exclusive 
set of elements, but rather they provide a set of elements that define a framework within which 
process monitoring concept proposals can be described and evaluated. 





4. MAJOR PROGRAMS FOR DEVELOPMENT ©F 

PROCESS MONITORING CONCEPTS 

A limited number of significant efforts have been identified for the development of process 

monitoring, and a brief overview will be given for each of those development efforts. Abstracts and 

excerpts from related publications are given in the Appendix. 

4.1 IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY 

The most extensive process monitoring development has been associated with the iNEL 

through its efforts in three principal activities: (1) the development of specialized monitoring instru

ments for use in process monitoring applications, (2) testing of basic features of process monitor

ing at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plan (ICPP), and (3) development and implementation of the 

plutonium product area monitoring demonstrations at the PNC Tokai Plant in Japan. The INEL effort 

has contributed significantly to the availability of specialized instrumentation and an understanding 

of the monitoring capabilities afforded by those instruments. Such devices as thermal flow meters 

and position switches may be necessary instrumentation for some process monitoring applications, 

and those instruments have been tested by the INEL under a variety of operating conditions. 

The monitoring functions done in the ICPP have provided some practical experience in obtain

ing data and examining that data for use in process monitoring. However, functional objectives 

have not been fully developed for the monitoring activities at the ICPP, and performance criteria 

were not developed against which process data could be assessed. Consequently, the alarms and 

alarm resolution aspects were not developed sufficiently. 

4.2 TASTEX TASK I AND JAPANESE SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR 

AGENCY SAFEGUARDS (JASPAS) AT TOKAI WORKS 

The INEL efforts in the product area monitoring demonstrations at Tokai are based on a well-

defined functional objective. The effort was to monitor material entering and leaving the product 

tanks, as well as transfers among product tanks. Too, specialized instrumentation was installed in 

the process to collect data and to provide analyses of that data to satisfy the functional objectives. 

This effort recognized characteristics of process data. As a result, the project used specialized, 

precision instruments and included automatic calibration checks. These efforts form a basis for con

sideration of system vulnerabilities to calibration changes and perhaps data falsification. 

Shortcomings of the original TASTEX task effort were identified. These included a lack of data 

outputs usable by operator and inspector personnel. The JASPAS was initiated to follow up on the 

TASTEX program. This program has addressed the interface of data to the inspector. In this sense, 

it addresses alarms, resolutions, and reporting for an applied process monitoring task. 

The monitoring work at Tokai is clearly the best-developed example of process monitoring for 

international safeguards application, and considerable attention should be given to this effort in 

development of a genera! process monitoring concept for international application. 

9 
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4.3 ALLIED GENERAL NUCLEAR SERVICES 

Another major development for process monitoring was provided by the AGNS staff at the 
BNFP in South Carolina. This group was motivated primarily by process contrd and domestic safe
guards concerns and subsequently developed a number of software capabilities which were labeled 
process monitoring. 

The AGNS effort recognized that the focus of attention for international rafeguards was 8 kg 
of plutonium. Domestic safeguards within the United States was evolving a focus of attention at a 
level of 2 kg of plutonium. In this sense, performance criteria were established for the various tests 
applied. For example, a specific test was developed to be responsive to an "abrupt" removal of 
8 kg from a specific plant area. 

Initially, the AGNS efforts were directed at the plutonium-nitrate storage area of the plant and 
were parallel to the INEL/TASTEX/JASPAS effort. However, later tests, associated with the mini 
runs of 1980-1981, began development of process monitoring for process areas of a typical 
reprocessing plant. 

Most of these monitoring activities were in response to domestic safeguards functional objec
tives and as such were part of the operations software system. However, the demonstration of 
capabilities resulting from these process monitoring activities at the BNFP were indicative of the 
capabilities that could be expected in international application. Many of these monitoring functions 
were closely coupled to the development of near-real-time accounting. 

4.4 OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY 

Another major process monitoring development resulted from ORNL/CFRP effort. This effort 
was originally focused on a mathematical formulation for process monitoring with the principal func
tional objective being to identify unusual process occurrences. The methodology was developed and 
documented (see bibliography) and tested during the so-called miniruns at the BNFP. 

This effort was unique relative to other process monitoring activities because of the significant 
attention given to development of mathematical models for analysis of process data, parametric 
test definition, and identification of alarm conditions and measures for alarm resolution. Again, how
ever, this process monitoring effort focused primarily on domestic application with little concern 
directed to use in international safeguards. 

The CFRP effort involves continuing tests of monitoring concepts in a reprocessing plant test 
facility at ORNL. This work includes testing of some specialized instrumentatior? that might be used 
for monitoring, such as liquid in-line monitors, radiation monitors, and flow meters. 

An additional effort from ORNL staff was an assessment of the implications for reprocessing 
plants of the USNRC's proposed material control and accounting (MC&A) reform amendments. Pro
cess monitoring tests were identified that might be employed in a reprocessing facility so that pro
visions of the reform amendment could be met. That study was completed in 1984. 

4.5 U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION fUSNRCI 

The USNRC has for several years been interested in the potential usefulness of the process 
monitoring for domestic safeguards functions and has commissioned several studies to address 
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potential usefulness of process monitoring. Two of these studies were related to the MCSiA reform 

amendment; they resulted in a broader understanding of domestic applications of process monitor

ing. Those efforts were the USNRC study of advanced process monitoring for improved material 

control and the ORNL assessment of implications for reprocessing plants resulting from the MC&A 

reform amendment. 

The USNRC has established definite performance criteria in its proposed domestic regulations. 

The studies mentioned define functional objectives for process monitoring tests to meet the objec

tives. In many cases, specific logic structure and test parameters are identified. The studies also 

identify specific data requirements for many tests. 

The USNRC effort is, of necessity, focused on domestic safeguards. The domestic safeguards 

studies do not consider diversion possibilities at the state level. As such, the USNRC effort does 

not address vulnerabilities or resource requirements for an international safeguards application of 

process monitoring for safeguards. In research sponsored by the USNRC through Pacific Northwest 

Laboratories, the USNRC has investigated alarm mechanisms and response. The question of pro

cess monitoring in a regulatory environment, in terms of alarm reporting, has not been extensively 

evaluated. 

4.6 INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY 

The remaining significant efforts on process monitoring were associated with studies and 

documentation developed within the IAEA specifically relative to reprocessing plant safeguards. The 

conceptual approach described in STR-140 and some of the technical provisions that were 

acknowledged in STR-i5l recognize the potential usefulness of process monitoring and give 

examples of potential application without fully developing the concept. Certainly, precedence for 

consideration of process monitoring in these papers was established by the Safeguards Advisory 

Group on Safeguards Applications (SAGS!) advisory group report in 1978 and through the efforts of 

the International Working Group for Reprocessing Plant Safeguards. These documents help define 

and structure process monitoring as a C/S concept for international safeguards applications. 

4.7 OTHER EFFORTS 

Numerous other efforts identify process monitoring as a potentially useful safeguards concept, 

and these other efforts provide some examples, but they do not give substantive detail to a partic

ular process monitoring concept. The joint studies by Los Alamos National Laboratory and Sandia 

National Laboratory on integrated safeguards concepts for international safeguards at reprocessing 

facilities recognize the availability of useful information from process data and from specialized 

instruments installed for specific monitoring functions. In most cases, these studies assign a func

tional responsibility to the process monitoring system for ensuring the integrity of material-

accountancy functions. 

In particular, Sandia National Laboratory developed a closed-loop control system for a plu

tonium product area of a reprocessing plant. This closed-loop system featured a process monitoring 

application and active interlocks on solution handling equipment. It was demonstrated at the BNFP. 

The closed-loop control system was recognized as inappropriate for international safeguards 

because of the active nature of the control system. However, the concept was expanded for an 
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"open-loop" control system that removed the active control on equipment and exploited the pro
cess monitoring capabilities for international safeguards. 

In addition, efforts within the Federal Republic of Germany and the Japanese reprocessing pro
grams have identified the use of process data for safeguards as a viable concept and have given 
some limited description of how that process monitoring concept might be incorporated into the 
overall safeguards system. Again, however, there is insufficient detail to permit comparison of these 
approaches with some of the more significant efforts previously described. 



5. SUMMARY 

There is almost universal recognition of the potential usefulness of data from the process for 
international safeguards whether the data are from operator control instrumentation or from spe
cialized instrumentation. The precise nature of the functional objectives and the mechanisms and 
logic structure by which those objectives are implemented are not fully defined in any particular 
application. Table 5.1 shows the major efforts and the basic elements of a total process monitoring 
application that was addressed by specific programs. Furthermore, there is very little practical 
experience that will permit generalized statements about the quality of process data relative to the 
safeguards application. Consequently, there has been very little effort associated with alarm defini
tion, methodologies for resolving alarms, and evaluations of resource requirements associated with 
implementing a fully developed process monitoring system. 

This document is to summarize only those few practical attempts to demonstrate process 
monitoring for safeguards. It should be noted that process monitoring requires extensive computer
ized plant data acquisition capabilities. This capability does not yet exist in many operating facilities. 
As process monitoring for safeguards matures, each of the basic elements identified in this report 
should be addressed. Potentials of process monitoring for safeguards and its role in international 
safeguards are only beginning to be developed. 

Table 5.1. Basic elements of a process monitoring application 
addressed by major programs 

INEL 

TASTEX 

JASPAS 

AGNS 

ORNL 

USNRC 

IAEA 

Functional 

objectives 

defined 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Logic 

structure 

test 

parameters 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x 

Data 

requirements 

characteristics 

acquisition 

x 
X 

x 
x 

X 

Performance 

criteria 

X 

X 

X 

Alarms 

resolution, 

reporting 

X 

X 

X 

Vulnerabilities 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Resource 

requirements 
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Appendix 

ABSTRACTS Af^P EXCERPTS FROM MAJOR PUBLICATIONS ON PROCESS 
MONITORIiyG FOR REPROCESSmG PLAINT SAFEGUARDS 

This appendix includes abstracts or excerpts from several publications reporting programs with 
significant efforts in the area of process monitoring for safeguards in reprocessing plants. These 
items are included to provide general descriptions of the specific work done by these groups. It 
was decided to use these excerpts to describe the work using the words of the actual investigators 
rather than to paraphrase or otherwise interpret the effort. As such, the appendix includes copies 
of pertinent sections of the subject reports. We apologize for the quality of some of the reproduc
tions, particularly the cover pages that are included to show document numbers. The appendix is 
not meant to be inclusive of all documents in the bibliography. It is intended to show documents 
that are representative of the work. 
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L INTROOUCTIOH 

Safeguards tests and evalyations at the Idaho Chemical Precessing 
Plant CICPF) operated by Exxon Nucltar Idaho Conpany fEMICO) are tvalua-
ting the use of process instrwent data for safeguards synfeillwct; in 
particular, the data are being considered as a mms of providing assur-
tnct of special nuclear material (SIP) containnitnt during tht Interfils 
bttwttn Mterial balances. 

Tests shw that several Itvtls of monitoring can be applied, depend
ing on the level of assurance required, k minimal system autwmtictlly 
records plant instruuents used for accountancy Hwasurements (such as 
electromanweters) to record bulk messurewnt of solution movements 
through accountability tanks. A second level of assurance is provided 
by adding past chemical analysis infonwtion f r « process samples to 
historical data to calculate past SIP mass movements between process 
areas. The highest level of assurance is obtained by using continuous 
observations ©f all process solutions containing SIP and using IAEA ver
ified, on-line analysis Instriments to provide a near-real-tiine measure-
i«nt of SIP distribution In a facili ty. However, the on-line analysis 
instrument technology cannot currently achieve laboratory analysis accu
racy, although improved technology is bei'ng demonstrated for on-line 
product solution measurements at the Tokai reprocessing plant using on
line K-edge densitoretry and gansM analysis (Reference S). 

The IAEA has evaluated near-real-tlTO materials accounting as a 
technique to shorten the accountancy interval (Reference 61. "ftit full 
implanentatlon of that technique would require additional IAEA inspectors 
and analyses that would significantly strain the liraited IAEA resources. 
In COTparison, the autwiated technique being evaluated in this study 
could approach the accuracy of near-real-tine accountancy measurenents 
withwjt the required presence of the IAEA inspector. Rather, the mm-
surements wuld be considered to be estimates, to be conflrmtd by less 
frequent observed measoranents and by material balances perfontied In the 
presence of an Inspector. Reference 6 ackno«sledges the benefit of th® 
Inspector's presence for collecting "corroborative data which can b® 
used to provide approximate verifications." The automated system can 
collect even more confirmatory data, depending on the degree of assurance 
required, to support both the estimates and accountacy iwasurements. 

The concept being evaluated at ICPP is near-real-time material es t i 
mating as a containrent-surveillanc® iwasure to complement accountancy 
measuresents. The assurwc® provided by SNM solution surveillance should 
alleviate the near-term reqylrenignt for more frequent material balances. 
The potential exists for ultimately increasing the Interval between ma
terial balances as confidence is gained in the method's ability t© con
firm $m containment. To test this surveillance iwthod, basic systems 
have been 1mplen»nted at both the Tokai reprocessing plant and the ICPP. 
There are no technical barriers to Implanenting the ^nltorlng s y s t « , 
collecting and analyzing the data, or Mintaining transparency to plant 
operators or production. Yet, some political questions have been raised 
regarding c©mpliam:e with IMFCIRC 153 (Reference I h 

1 
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the minimum amount of necessary information 
the degree of instrument verification needed 
the possible disclosure of nationally sensitive or company pro
prietary information 

The first two reservations depend directly on the amount of assur
ance required by the IAEA. Additional monitoring points or additional 
instrwwnts can be added to provide a system increasingly more difficult 
to conpramise or mislead. The question of disclosing sensitive or pro
prietary information would usually only apply for analyses of chemical 
compositions. To resolve this potential difficulty. It Is possible to 
retain process data within the monitoring system installed In the speci
fic facility such that detailed process data of a proprietary or sensi
tive nature would not leave the facility. Generalized tests could then 
be performed on the data and conclusions cownunicated to the reviauing 
inspector without directly disclosing detailed data. In all cases, the 
specific requiranents for each monitoring point and for the associated 
information would be negotiated in the respective Facility Attachment: 
this would, thereby, alleviate concerns of the host facility-

1 
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5. ASSESSmEHT OF RESOLTS IH TEBMS OF MEETIHG PURPOSE 

the task i system was developed at the imh and at the PHC 
plant and has accomplished sost of the desired objectives for 
an effective monitoring system. These include basic data 
collection and data storage for the major plant sensors in the 
Pu storage area, real-time displays for the plant data, real
time print-outs of operational changes, and the capability to 
playback historical data for the preparation of data listings, 
graphical plots, and suasaary reports. The data are of imme
diate potential use to the plant operators, and the potential 
use for IAEA inspector applications is still under development. 

6. COKCmSIONS 

It is believed that the task I system has considerable 
potential for enhancing the effectiveness of IAEA safeguards at 
the Tokai plant. The main elements of potential contribution 
to safeguards are listed below. 

(a) The task I system can form a basis for improved monitoring 
of the Pu product area. Analytical laboratory density and 
isotopic measurements (verified via task G or task B in
strumentation), together with task I observation of Pa 
solution evaporation characteristics and other task I 
measurements, can permit the assessment of Pu product 
quantities in the Pu product area on a near continuous 
basis (near real-time or post-analysis via historical data 
playback). 

(b) The task I system produces an historical data base which 
may be used to monitor operations and prepare accountabi
lity-type sunmary reports relative to; 

i) new product batch inputs into the Pu product area; 
ii) current Pu product inventory at any specified time; 

and 
iii) Pu product load-outs from the Pu product area. 

(c) The recorded plant digital state changes, together with 
the recorded analogue signal changes, can be used for 
operations surveillance monitoring to verify that speci
fied operations are performed in a satisfactory and ex
pected manner. This surveillance activity can be per
formed initially via manual analysis of the data with the 
potential for adding future capabilities for computer 
aided analysis. 

160 
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Excerpt from The Tokai Works Annua! Progress Report, PNCT NB31-82-01, September 1982. 

¥ . Product Area Monl tor i f* S y 6 t « (TASK-I) 

Naohiro SUYAMA, Makoto MYASHl 

Shigenj IHARA, Shlgeru OHTAKE 

Toehihide SOGIIAMA, Tadashl KYUE 

Kan SHIBATA, Masamlchl SAJffiSHIHA, 

and l t s i » KADCKURA 

The product a rea ®oni tor ing sys t an c o n s i s t s of a desktop computer l o 

ca ted in the p lan t ope ra t ions c o n t r o l room, four Ins t rumen ta t ion c a b i n e t s 

l oca t ed behind the p lant con t ro l p a n e l , and two i n s t r u n e n t a t i o n boxes l o c a t 

ed in the p lant access a r e a . Approxiisately 200 sensor s i g n a l s for t h e tank 

l e v e l s , d e n s i t i e s , t s a p e r a t u r e s , and t r a n s f e r ope ra t ions in the p lu ton iuB 

product s t o r age area a re input for t ^ T a s k - l s y s t a i , ^ i c h i n c l u d e s h igh 

p r e c i s i o n e l e c t r o n i c Banometet iB^asuranents for the p lutoni im p roduc t a c -

o u n t a b i l i t y tank and the seven product s t o r a g e a r e a s . The s y s t e a w s n i t o r s 

t h e m a t e r i a l en t e r ing and l eav ing the product a r e a , t r a n s f e r o p e r a t i o n s 

w i th in t h i s a r e a , and the aasount of m a t e r i a l c u r r e n t l y In s t o r a g e . The 

computer i s provided with r e a l - t i m e d i s p l a y s and p r i n t - o u t s which p r e s e n t 

the product area s t a t u s , and h i s t o r i c a l da ta f i l e s a re maintained frem «Aich 

an ope ra to r say prepare summary r e p o r t l i s t i n g s and g r a p h i c a l p l o t s of 

s e l e c t e d da ta v i s data playback. A gene ra l block diagram of t h i s systeai i s 

i l l u s t r a t e d in F igure 8 . 

The funct ions of t h i s sys tao a r e l i s t e d below. 

(1) Monitoring the tank volume 

1) Liquid l e v e l and dens i ty on the plutoniiSB product a c c o u n t a b i l i t y tank 

and seven p lu ton iua product s t o r a g e a r e a s , lAich a re the Bost impor tan t 

for a c c o u n t a b i l i t y , a r e measured by Dig lquar t z h i g h - p r e c i s i o n p r e s s u r e 

t r a n s d u c e r s , A typ ica l example of the product so lu t i on l e v e l da ta for 

a c c o u n t a b i l i t y tank 266V23 i s p resen ted in Figure 9 . The e r r o r i s 

es t imated a t ±0.026X of e f f e c t i v e measureaent range . 

i i ) Liquid l eve l and dens i ty in almost a l l tanks a re measured by the 64-

channel scaniva lve B u l t i p l e x e r subsys t®! . 
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(4) Verification and Cslibration features — In addition t© the plant sensor 

aifnals, there are instrwentation sensor input signals #ilch provide 

certain temper indicating and calibration featiires. 

Field tests of the fask-I systan are continuing, and nost of dea i r ^ 

objectives for an effective monitoring syseoi are being acc^pl l ihed. 

futher development is required to expand the softumre to provide a sivmary 

rei^rt capability for a l l major operations within the Fu product storage 

area, incltidlng temper indications. 
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Project JA--3 

Title: PLUTONIUM PRODUCT AREA MONITORING SYSTEM 

Executing Institution: 

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) 

Objective: 

The purpose of this project is to develop computer-aided real-txme 

Containment/Surveillance system of the Plutonium Product Area m Tokax 

Reprocessing Plant to be applied to the routine inspection work. 

Activities and Results: 

(1) General 

This system had been developed under the TASTEX Program 

(Task-I), and included to JASPAS Program m July, 1982. Efforts to 

improve the hardware functions of prototype JA-3 systan, had been 

made until March, 1983. After April 1983, efforts to develope the 

design and to establish the technical specification for the systati 

adequate for inspector's use, including the modification of existing 

system, have been endeavoured. 

(2) Progress of the design and specification of inspection usable system 

The outline of the final inspection usable system was decided 

and examination on some detail specification of this system was 

advanced. 

1) Inspector's terminal 

It was adopted as a principle of design that the installa

tion of inspector's terminal which is not directly connected to 

the existing on-line terminal but allows the inspector to analyze 

hand-carried data. 

Only selected fraction of the whole data collected at the 

on-line terminal is transferred to this terminal via magnetic 

media. 

2) Selection of the inspection data 

Selection of the minimally required data for inspection 

purpose cunong the whole data of on-line terminal was performed. 

JA-3-1 
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Reduction of the nmaber of data to be provided for inspector fron 

the prototype JA-3 systan was necessary to make efficient and for 

the simplification of the syst@n. 

3) Iinprovanents of the existing hardware systoa 

Some modification for design, especially for scanivalve 

systan were examined to enhance the reliability of the hardware 

functions, because of the experience obtained through the opera

tion of the existing system and the results of the test of new 

valves. 

(3) Continuous test operation of the existing system 

Long term operation to check the reliaibility of the existing 

system has been carried out for one year. Some malfunctions related 

on the scanivalve functions were observed, which were not so signifi

cant and were improved. 

(4) Other technical examination 

Density estimation model which enables the estimation of the 

density of evaporation Pu solution was examined. 

(5) Others 

Joint meeting between PNC, IAEA and INEL {under joint task of 

JASPAS and POTAS) were held in September and Dec«nber, 1983, to 

examine the detail of the development. 

Funding; 

FY 1983 - ¥18,646,000 

¥ 1,809,697 (for the cost of invitation of IAEA personnels) 

Schedule (for FY 1984); 

(1) Decision of the final design and specification of the inspection use 

system 

(2) Decision of modification of the existing systan 

(3) Restructure of the existing equipments and software program 

(4) Other developments on density estimation model, etc. 

JA-3-2 
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•lAe or to tt@ @ar«p@rtsd disiolmfcloa of ebop^rf fl®®®i a^evunlstad i r ^ 

r«ifart#d disa®tetl@as. Im all cmmn tht tatemt tf th# Mtrapc tM « I » M 1 % -

tim wmM te fc@ t r u t f a r plmtoaiw to th# frocsa* HA Mlfehwt fete kMitl.«4g# 

©f U® u m , Im ©rtf®r to sossetal a tubsafwat d i m n l w 0f ylmkMiw t i f c n t e 

8@l@fcl^ f r M fell® pr©e®ia m . To protect acftlmsfe t t e M f#s«lktI.it iM« fck* 

^^ami@d awr®®@i arngs^^ts, @as0s @th*r fchiagSt fcl>* ^i® of n ^ t o l f v®rif l -

ail® @],®@tr0@lt t®£l,f ©a dltiolw^ra d«elar«d to b« mit of i®ffvt®«. 

Safsgiiards Im t t e pr@e@st IBA ar® hmmmi^ mm a0fc®4, ©m »iar>r@%l-fcl^ 

• a t e r l a i i ^®®msteii@f. thm n.r.fc. aeeoiufcaaef m^l nmmA amw^ma m ^ l f 

l#-fr®@@M pifsl@£l ls¥®mtorl®t of s@l%fcl©a la fo«r taff#r stwrct® tuiies u 4 

®@® r®cf^l@ fc^ifc, Xa¥@atorls@ %r« t l a t d to colaeid® with ^ y t f l n t ®i t t o 

p n d w t t ¥ ^ ® r m i ^ t sllmliafelac t t o iMd to ^ u m r * plmtoElna la thm •vtf®-

n t o r , u i s©l¥M% ®itttttl®m BfBtmm lE¥@iit©ry qmufcltiai mm Mt laa t#d 

bu®4 M a f l iv l l f l®4 m4ml Al<sb U A M S I tha t a it®Mf-«t%t« t ^ m l U b r l w 

u i i t g . 

I@@t©p# e©rr®],atl0af sad o t t e r data e a ^ a r i t o a i ar# d a t e r t t e i lA le i 

MmM d®fcMt u f attwpfc@d gr®@s d«t« fmlsif leat ioasi s o m m t l M a l la i«f«a-

immt M a i f s i t of mr l f l sa t lo® s«^l®« la mmi. for th« d®t®etlos «€ H M I I 

MMWMt^t biM«@. Data th%a far awallablt «r® aot mffls lmte to pcfalk %. 

pr®@iM d®fl%ltl@a of datMtiom SMslfcl^itf, b«fe th® siMlatlom ia4 iUM 
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fesstlai @ti!dl®s €l®arlf ladleat® that th« IMMk's goals of 8 kg fm la 

1-3 wmmks Ca^r^p^K or S kg fu la @&m fsar Cprotraetsd) nould bm @®% or 

4 r®f®r®iie® sfst^a of eoa^estloaal ^tsrlals aeeountaaef h&sad on 

«l®aii®«fe pifsieal la¥®»fc®rl®8 at sli e»sth i&tmsr&lm is also Iseliided. 

tkm safsftsards approach stsggesttd for th® plutoslum mltrat® storag® n 4 

Is mst sigiilfleaatlf dlff«r®iit frsi» eoatrsatlosal approaches. Coairefiklsaal 

«a&®rlal.s aseouataaef b&smd os sis aoath phfsleal la¥«at®rles Is ussd as a 

r«f®r®ae@ sfstssi, aad a ̂ arl«tf of seals, OB-1IS« ^mlmm msaltorlag s^stee^, 

and ossasloaal ir®rlfleatloti staples ar® us«d t® sastar® dsteefeloB sessHlvltf 

sad tlSi®llS®88. 

iaf®guard8 for uraiilua ar® brisflf diseussed, largslf b«eause of th« 

eorrohoratlir® Isfoniatlom sueh safeguards measures e&& provide. 

Chapter 7 describes a su^aarf estimate of laspeetloa effort ll&slf t® 

he seeded to l^l^setit the advaaeed safeguards appro&eh, hased os t%#® alter-

a&tlire assmiptlOEis, ou'e helsg full eap&eltf operation, the other heliig sf®r~ 

atloa for 100 dafs at 0.4 t/d, an approxlBatlois to 30% eapaeltf oper&tlea. 

f®r full seal® operation the estisiat® Is 3S94 man-hours per fear, tsileh the 

report translates lato S9f aas-dafs. for S0% eapaeltf operation the eot^^sr-

ahle figures are tlSi aasi-hours, or 3S4 maia-dafs. these esfclaafces are gea®-

rallf eos^arahl® to eurresfc aetual laspeefclosi praetiee at the WWS tokai 

reproeeselug plaat, hut th® advaseed safeguards approach is el&laed to pro-

¥ld® slgalfleaatlf laere&sed deteetlou sessitl^ltf aad tli^llness. 

Chapter 7 eads with a ea^eat «>hleh deserves repetition here. Maaf of 

th® ^erlfleatloa procedures depend slgnlfleastlf on "eontisuous Inepeetor 

knowledge*'. It Is doubtful if this eontiauous Inspector knowledge e ^ h« 

satlsfaetorilf aehleved If Inspeetlon effort Is rotated a»ong a group of 

iO-3@ Inspeetors, none of whom ever reii&iiis at the faeilitf for longer than 

a week or so at on® tisi®. 
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t t o mm @f B*%mnti^ s tefcist leal t#ekalf«ws for the u a l f s i a ®t « . r » t . 

iys®«Mt«i@f dmfcs requires m s lgmlf ieui t l f 4lff®rMit piil®«®»hl(ssl t » ^ 0 M i 

to u<Mm],l@s @iwi w ^ A l f remlvt iom. SpMlfleiiUf» tests ®rm f i r s t w®4 Im 

a mw«ir A l f t i km a s l g E l f l c u t probabi l i ty ®e r®if@rtlat M t w l f to 

A l w n l M tat a lM to MMWMMmt b la i9 i mA oth@r »lraMMit« ®ffMts. I f 

t es ta ^ l l ® d im t i l t MM®r tetwt M U M M I I ® ® , tk®s a high 4m*®® • ' 

utmrMie® earn to %lwmm t t e t d i v a n l©m k u tmt 0ceurr«4. thm ^mmmtw^ thmt 

aMMly <tot®@ti®@ s«in*«ts a higM p r ® b ^ l l l t f t t e t d l v ^ n l m feu Mewwtf, 

®Ma®fe to a€@apt®d. I s i t e a d , pr®ea4«c#a arc tecerlk#4 f®r t t o ®v«I^fci«i 

mi r®s©lmfel®m ®t u t a ^ l ^ t , Im partleMlar t t ee* n s s l t l a t f r ^ ^«mcMMi% 

b iMM. As tlWM b l u e s am ld®itlfi»« awl e ^ m e t w l tk« p ^ k A l l t ^ sf 

t t e i r s M t l m l ^ t@ sffect thm t t a t i s t l c s 4mmmmB, u d fcto teftm ®f 

ascmr^aee ®f a©@-dlv®r«l@® Increases. Ckaptar t t i ^ M r l s ^ s saa^i l f ^mA*^ 

kimi proeedurts, a t l e a s t througk thm e a r l i e r a t ^ ^ s . timmm t^m^lf e»®0l»> 

t i o s Is bIgUf dep^mdent m the WMt mtmm of t t o ®to<inw4 S M ^ f f l ® * ! , 

omlf general pr®®®d%r®s cam te given. 

A e ^ t u l ® a r®p@rt, ^ - 1 4 1 C17I, MMss la t t t o etfiMtlvaMiS ®f th« 

fr®t@0®ii 8/tv@a@®4 safsguards approach v t l i f th® Safegmards I f f s e t l ^ s s ^ i i 

MMSi iMt Mttod®li^i deticritod In s n - l i 2 | U I , I t In pr®parattm. 

n ® m t t o n i M plMm®4. t@ net® tha t tk« r®9®rt i s tolmt p i i l l i t o l 

J@laUf im ¥ l M M , ltea%lfl®4 M Xtfa report sn>140, aM Im 9 t» ia , 

ii®Mtifi®4 as stMa-* m-tm m ^a mm, as-oz. 
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t3- PROCESS roWXTORIMG 

Process, or operations, monitoring is an expression which means wan^ 

different things to many different people, and which frequently brings forth 

immediate objections to any consideration whatsoever. Most versions, while 

conceptually offering safeguards advantages, require extensive inspector 

access to process information, and for that reason are unlikely to gain Member 

State acceptance. Failure to recognize that the falsification of process 

information in a meaningful manner is a complex problem, coupled with ® 

corresponding insistence that all process data used for safeguards must be 

extensively tamper-protected and verified, also tends to cause process 

monitoring proposals to appear highly intrusive and not necessarily highly 

effective. 

In the studies leading to the advanced safeguards approach a much more 

modest goal was considered. Specifically, it was noted that plutonium cannot 

be diverted from the process area of a reprocessing plant without diverting a 

volume of solution, and the question was asked whether it might be possible to 

define a carefully limited number of monitoring points which would be capable 

of providing redundant confirmation that solution volume was or was not 

disappearing in an unexplained manner. A significant positive MUF associated 

with an apparent disappearance of solution would constitute a serious anomaly 

requiring immediate and careful investigation; a significant positive MUF not 

associated with missing solution would be less serious. Missing solution not 

associated with a positive MUF would not constitute an anomaly at all and 

would be investigated only in terms of its potential effect on the detection 

capabilities of safeguards. 

This work is far from complete However, in the reference PNC-Tokai 

facility it was possible to define some fifteen process points which it would 

be useful to monitor. These points relate primarily to volume (level) 
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recorders for all buffer storage tanks, flow meters on lines leading into and 

out of these tanks, and the level recorder on the product evaporator. The 

suggestion in STR-140 was that data from these process points would feed 

directly into an IAEA-controlled micro or mini computer which would compute 

and maintain solution balances for the major buffer tanks. These tanks are 

affected to some extent by additions of acid or other chemicals which would 

not be monitored. However, the volumes which must be removed as part of a 

diversion attempt are large compared to normal process variations, especially 

if the assumption is abrupt or semi-abrupt diversion. Observations related to 

solution volume probably would not be meaningful in terms of the limiting 

protracted diversion of 200 grams Pu per week or so; the corresponding 

solution volumes would be in the range of 50-100 litres and process 

instrumentation is not expected to be sufficiently accurate. Nevertheless, 

the absence of any discernible trend should be useful corroborative evidence 

that diversion is not occurring. 
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ABSTRACT 

Systems of operations monitoring (OM) are examined for 
application to future international safeguards activities. 
Operations monitoring is defined as the monitoring of 
process functions (i.e., valve position, pneumatic 
pressure, control voltages, glove port access), but not 
including NDA measurement of materials. Operations 
monitoring is related to but contrasts with the "closed-
loop" controls proposed for domestic safeguards applica
tions, which are integrated into the management of a 
plant. For international safeguards, operations monitoring 
is an "open-loop" function that does not apply immediate or 
physical control to nuclear material. The relationship of 
OM to systems of timely monitoring of nuclear material by 
NDA techniques is also described. 

Different operating modes and other factors affecting the 
potential use of OM by the IAEA are described. Several 
levels of techniques for verification and limits to 
verification imposed by the design and operation of the 
facility are discussed. The need to initiate testing of an 
OM system at a pilot plant is identified. 

1-11 
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ABSTRACT 

Microscopic process monitoring (MPM) is a material control strategy designed to use 
standard process control data to provide expanded safeguards protection of nuclear fuel 
cycle facilities. The MPM methodology identifies process events by recognizing significant 
patterns of changes in on4ine measurements. The goals of MPM are to detect diversions of 
nuclear material and to provide information on process status useful to other facility safe
guards operations. 
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SUMMARY 

Measurement technologies for process control and other operational applicatioiis have 
improved considerably in the last several yean, especially in the degree to which dsta from 
proces instrumentation Is accessible by computer. The potential safeguards applications of 
this type of process instrument data have been widely recognized. A safeguards strategy, 
based primarily on the data from process control instrumentation called microscopic process 
monitoring (MPM), has been developed for reproce^ing plant applications at the Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory. 

A broadly based microscopic process monitoring ^stem would provide maximum 
flexibility in detecting diversions by helping to identify anomalous process conditions and 
events that would indicate a diversion. A lai^e quantity and variety of measurement infor
mation would also maximize the tamper-indicating capabilities of the system if suitable 
relationships between the measured parameters could be found. The MPM procedure provides 
a means for direct inclusion of all types of process data in the decision-making process. 
To make use of such data, a process monitoring methodology must exploit correlations 
between various measured parameters and the status of the nuclear material in the process. 
As the name "microscopic" implies, the MPM methodology is based on local correlations 
between a smaU number of process variables over a diort period of time, flius avoiding the 
complexity of modeling wide-range or long-term correlations. Microscopic process moni
toring is not a material accounting strategy and does not depend on material balance concepts 
over large areas of the plant. 

The first step of the MPM technique is to predict a future value for each measured 
variable. Linear extrapolations and volume conservation equations are used for most MPM 
predictions. Even with frequent updating, the individual models used in MPM are not usually 
versatile enough to accurately predict future values. Fortunately, it is possible to assemble 
a set of simple models such that some of them wil! generate reasonable predictions at any 
particular time. 

Each process variable measurement is then compared with one or more corresponding 
predictions. Specifically, the measured value is subtracted from the predicted value, and the 
difference is divided by an uncertainty factor. The uncertainty factor reflects the combined 
effect of the uncertainty of the measurement and the uncertainty of the prediction. 

For each comparison between measurement and prediction, a unitless discrepancy 
statistic, denoted Z, is calculated with the following formula: 

X - Y 

where 

X = the predicted value of a variable, 
y = the measured value of a variable, 
Sx = the uncertainty of the prediction, 
ŝ  = the uncertainty of the measurement. 

vii 
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This statistic is a fair measure of the significance of the difference between observation and 
expectation. 

The MPM methodology bases safeguards decisions not on the values of the individual 
z statistics, but on the value of an event statistic called r. When a particular event occurs, 
that is, a diversion or a batch transfer, it tends to generate a distinct pattern of nonzero s 
statistics which are combined into a unique value of r corresponding to that event. Hence, 
the MPM methodology permits identification of normal process events; other events are 
interpreted as possible diversions. 

During FY 1980 and FY 1981, the MPM concept was tested at the Barnwell Nuclear 
Fuel Plant (BNFP) in Barnwell, South Carolina. The plant has not yet been licensed to pro
cess spent nuclear fuel; however, cold operation with natural uranium is permissible. For the 
MPM experiments, the plutonium extraction and purification cycles of the BNFP were 
operated with natural uranium feed solution for six 7-day periods, and data from 52 on-line 
process measurements were analyzed and recorded. Controlled diversion experiments were 
conducted during the periods to test the abrupt diversion detection sensitivity of MPM. 
Volumes of 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 L were removed from some of the tanks u^d in the demon
stration. In all cases, the solution was removed from the tanks as rapidly as possible. 

The BNFP experiments clearly demonstrated that MPM can be implemented in a large 
reprocessing plant on a standard minicomputer system. No fundamental problems were 
encountered in accomplishing the rapid and frequent data acquisition required for MPM. 
The experiments concentrated on the detection and identification of abrupt process phe
nomena, that is, those that cause a measurable change in process parameters within 8 min. 
No attempt was made to address protracted diversions. Data were compiled on the sensitivi
ties and false alarm rates associated with these types of identification. In general, the detection 
sensitivity was found to be dependent on the mode of operation of the tank (i.e., static or 
constantly filling or emptying) and the accuracy of the instrumentation. The MPM technique 
proved successful in identifying abrupt diversion and batch transfers. 

The feasibility of applying the MPM concept in an operating plant has been demon
strated. Future demonstrations will use binary valve and pump sensors to assist in the 
identification of batch transfers. Further work on slow-event monitoring (protracted diver
sions, instrument drift, and pulse column events) using MPM is planned. After an optimum 
MPM software package has been developed, current plans call for integration of the MPM 
with dynamic accounting and physical protection to form a comprehensive safeguards 
system. 

vui 
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n-gMCTjss trotow smmnm m & mfmassim WMiuirt won mm-wiL-^im nsmmim 

n. I . m s § e r , J . I . g l l l e , sal E. %. flummt 

411ie4-€eMral luelear Saniees 

•smwell . South Carolina 

Abstraet 

& rao4eri! large scale reprocessing f ac i l i t y 
(JSOO nw/jt) presents a unique challenge to 
sseet eurreet nalsguarSs objectives for tiaeljr 
deesetion of a a t e r i a l losses . For a s t e r i a l 
•«eo»!iting to be responsive at tteee throughput 
raees, frequent: a s t e r i a l balance closures are 
reqnireS. the l i a i t i n g f ac to r s have been 
p l iys iee l c o a t s , downtime sad o p e r a b i l i t y 
eonstraiats of inventories for frequsnt-saterial 
balance closures. 

4n Xffi-?roc«8» Inventory Technique (IPI) 
has'-%iseii dsveloped and tes ted at the Barnwell 
Wuelear^tuel flant (BHFF) to provide frequent 
iaweMoriea without cost or instrusiveness to 
plant operability. A coaputerised raessureraent 
system mafees available process sffiasureraents and 
presses control analytical inforisatioa. These 
data are p'roesssed to dcteraine the process 
in-vsntory. The c a l c u l a t i o n r o u t i n e s use 
routinely available process control ssasureraent* 
and s s ^ l e resul ts . The technique requires oo 
shutdown, no s p e c i a l p r e p a r a t i o n s , and no 
special raeasureaeats, or saraples. IJith th i s 
technique, hourly inventory frequencies and 
material balance closures have been achieved 
during dei^nstration runs in the l$00 HTt}/yr at 
BUFF. Eesults show sensi t ivi t ies of 2 to S% of 
the soraal process inventory are achievable 
during noraal operations. Recent iaprovements 
in data handling routines indicate the technique 
can be s e n s i t i v e during t r a n s i e n t process 
condition* as well. 

IHTaOBUCTIOH 

The role of accountancy in miclear mate
r i a l safeguards ia a bulk handling f ac i l i t y is 
to detect loss or diversion of material balance 
^asureaent data, for a spent fuel reprocessing 
plant, the effectiveness of accountancy in th i s 
role has been limited by the necessity to per
form a flushout and physical inventory to close 
the a a t e r i a l balance. Economics and plant 
operability limit the frequency of these inven
tories to something on the order of twice per 
year ^ i c h coi^lieg with national regulations 

but cannot aset international §981 s for t i a e l i 
nes s of detect ion. 

Xiseliness goals can be aet w&sii s a t s r i a i 
balance i n t e r v a l s can be c losed on a sore 
frequent bas i s . However, t h i s r e q u i r e s an 
accounting systea to provide " n e a r - r e s l - t i s s " 
accounting repor ts sod a raethod of msasBring 
plant inventory without the t r s d i t i e e a l plant 
shutdown and flushout. 

M e a r - r e a l - t iste s c e o u a t i i i g has been 
aceaeplished at a m*%t of f ae i i i t i e e . &t the 
BHFF, the ins t a l l ed end operable seeeusi t iag 
s y t t e s features eosputerisetloQ @t m a t e r i a l 
balance asasures»nt routiftes and date loggiag. 
These routines incorporate d i r e c t eeapu te r 
readout of aeasureaent instruaeiil-s md »i i- i ise 
coapute r access to a n a l y t i c a l l a b e r a t o r y 
Keasureraent d a t a . The r e a l - t i m e rasterial. 
balance accounting portion has beea £&srs«gtily 
demonstrated. 

Bevelopaene of inventory takieg capab i l i 
t ies without shutdown and flushout has been the 
recent goal at the Wff to f u l f i l l tlie t i a s l i -
ness requireiBsots for aaterial bslaaee elosuree. 
The technique has becose known as "^a-Proeess 
Inventory." 

At the EHFP, the installed ee»p«ie«7 system 
includes direct interface to aluost $0@ process 
ins t rusen ts and on-l ine s o n i t o r s . Current 
analytical laboratory seasureaent data are also 
available for al l process control and account
abil i ty saisple points. These data are combined 
for in-process inventory est iast i0n. Sei^nstrs-
tions with the plant operating ia • tea t asde 
us ing n a t u r a l u r s n i u a i n d i c a t e i n v e n t o r y 
sensi t ivi t ies in the range of 2 to SS of aorsal 
process hold-up are achievable during routine 
o p e r a t i o n s . During t e s t pe r iods p roces s 
inventory deterainations have been eoiidueted as 
of ten as once per hour a l lowing f requent 
m a t e r i a l ba lance c l o s u r e s for sa feguards 
evaluat ions. 

This has been accorapliehed under the 
constraint that only routine proeees eoat rol 
in format ion i s used. There have %een so 
requirements for special inventory preparstioiM, 
special samples, or special iseasureaents. The 
procedure is a "snapshot " of cu r r en t p lan t 
ac t i v i t i e s with no cost or ins t rus iveness to 
plant operability. 
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In order to discuss safeguards elements vhidi could form a workable 

aafguards syst®a, an industrial scale reprocessing plant of medium to 

large throug5put is described. The main feature with regard to safe

guards is an advanced tedmology in teram of useasuranient, control in-

strumentatiOTi and renote maintenance. 

Ihe proposed safeguards strategy is carefully adapted to the facility 

design and suj^soses conventional material accountancy as a basic mea

sure. It is ooEplesnented by oontainment/siarveillance in the headend 

aaterial balance area taking advantage of the material's prc^«rties. 

To avoid a seccnd shut-dx3wn inventory taking per year (Which would be 

totadly unacceptable both for operational as well as for camnercial 

reasons) and to provide some assurance of timely detection of diver

sion, i«-proces» inventory taking diaring plant operation is foreseen 

in the process area. 

Attention is given to termination of safeguards to wastes **iich 

should occur as early as possible in the process. 

The proper coasbinaticxi of safeguards el^nents as described leads to a 

workable appcoach whicii remains flexible with regard to adaption to 

varying technical boundary conditions of the plant. 
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ABSTRACT 

This report details the work perforraed by HUSAC, Inc. for the U.S. 

iuclear Regulatory Ciwinlsslon under Contract No. NRC-02-79-043-2. The 

NRC commissioned this work because earlier studies Had Indicated that 

material control and accounting could be enhanced by using process 

monitoring techniques. The purpose of this contract was to perform an 

In-depth study of process monitoring techniques at different levels of 

sophistications each examining the potential use of process rmsnitoring 

data to Improve material control In a high enriched uranium scrap 

recovery facility. These four levels were: 

® Expansion of currently used process monitoring techniques and 

currently generated data. 

® Oevelopnsnt of new process monitoring techniques and expanded 

use of existing techniques, but with no equipment 

modification, new equipment or process modifications. 

® Expansion of currently used process monitoring techniques, 

development of new techniques, and minor modification of 

existing equipment. 

s Developn»nt of new techniques, major modifications to process, 

and installation of new equipment. 

Ill 
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The cost effectiveness for each systetu was determined by: 

9 Devels^ing a yearly operating cost. 

9 Measuring system effectiveness as determined by its ability to 

meet a set of performance parmeters. 

f Comparing the Incremental cost with the In^roved effectiveness. 

Based on this effort, NUSAC took the most cost effective system and 

developed It fully, providing complete operating abilities and parameters. 

iv 
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mSTUACT 

An M^mmmt wn oc»m êt«l on Ibe potential for Itrgs rapw»ang pbals to mwt 
die requimients of the Nwlev Regutetory CttnmWM't ^ ^ m d C a t ^ ^ I Mateml 
OmiM sM Ammliiii (MCAA) Refmm AumdaMl Tbii r^nifmoils « wiiA tin 
a^^ment ww bu©d ue pve0 10 the wwUng draft revWoii to tte rate dsM Dwnite 
301. 1911 Thu Bmiwdl Nuetew Fuel Pluil (BNFP) wm Amm m t mtamm (tetp to 
Ite SMMmoit, but oMst owtidention mmM b@ Ktevaul l@ ray krfe Fwa l e p w m ^ 
fidllly. Spml Ught water foiste (LWE) fwli ©mtuomg 1% PM wm tte ^ e m ^ ^ fwi 
t@ the pimn Ite design fesd rate li S MTU/4 

The ŝ MMcii taken fw the ancnme^t was to eliwactoriw the ^macm ^ u i ^ ^ t md 
the nuclear material dlnributloii througteut the ^ u t , to MmtMy qrasMties «f mMmal 
that must be removed oniiiteat with Iw^etediM fMb, u d to diteimM if any MC4A 
techHiqu«̂  couM delect the removal. Mwt of the p-̂ oi@d MCftA tedm^^m liai 
previously k^n tested, and statol lois-detectio0 captbililm w«@ b t i^ M ^ M tM 
results. No attempt was made to coastnict detail^ rera@nl siXMriM @r iEl^f i^ 
MC&A systems throughout the plant. 

The assessment addresial three general typ^ of material femovtls or IMSCS: 

1. single space, single time (abrupt). 
2. multiple space, single time (abrupt with collaboration), and 
3. single space, multiple time (recurring). 

With few exceptions, the abrupt loss-detection requirements of the Reform Amndsmil 
will be achievable with existing or slightly improved capabilities. Some (̂ ulpmesl dotgns 
and/or measurement technology improwments will be n@ed̂ . Recurring log8-d@t@clio» 
capabilities will be sratewhat poorer than capabilities for abru^ lo^ detection. 
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